Abstract. I combine recent results in the structure theory of nuclear C * -algebras and in topological dynamics to classify certain types of crossed products in terms of their Elliott invariants. In particular, transformation group C * -algebras associated to free minimal Z d -actions on the Cantor set with compact space of ergodic measures are classified by their ordered K-theory. In fact, the respective statement holds for finite dimensional compact metrizable spaces, provided that projections of the crossed products separate tracial states. Moreover, C * -algebras associated to certain minimal homeomorphisms of spheres S 2n+1 are only determined by their spaces of invariant Borel probability measures (without a condition on the space of ergodic measures). Finally, I show that for a large collection of classifiable C * -algebras, crossed products by Z d -actions are generically again classifiable. 0. Introduction. The structure and classification theory of nuclear C * -algebras has seen substantial progress in recent years, largely spurred by the interplay of certain topological, algebraic and homological regularity properties. These allow for some amount of interpretation, but generally arise as finite topological dimension, tensorial absorption of certain touchstone C * -algebras and order completeness of homological invariants, cf. [5, 35] .
In [21] , Matui and Sato obtained a very convincing result in the simple, nuclear, monotracial case: In this situation, Z-stability implies finite decomposition rank provided the algebra is also quasidiagonal. They moreover showed that in the traceless case, Z-stability implies finite nuclear dimension. These results are in line with Kirchberg-Phillips classification of purely infinite C * -algebras (the traceless, finite nuclear dimension case), and with Lin's classification of TAF algebras (these have traces, and are always quasidiagonal). Of course, it remains an important open question whether tracial C * -algebras with finite nuclear dimension are automatically quasidiagonal.
In this paper, I am interested in applying these ideas to the classification problem for simple, nuclear C * -algebras, following Elliott's program to classify nuclear C * -algebras by K-theoretic invariants. The problem is particularly relevant for socalled transformation group C * -algebras, i.e., C * -algebras associated to topological dynamical systems via the crossed product construction. These are the perhaps most natural source of examples, and they are important invariants of dynamical systems as has been impressively demonstrated in [9] (for Cantor minimal Z-actions). Also, for such crossed products there are highly useful tools for computing the invariant, in particular the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence.
For minimal actions on finite dimensional compact spaces, their C * -algebras were successfully classified by ordered K-theory in [32] (see also [31] ), at least if projections separate tracial states (e.g., in the uniquely ergodic situation). While this is already quite satisfactory, it begs to be generalized in two directions : First, what if projections do not separate tracial states? This is interesting even when there are no nontrivial projections and only finitely many extremal tracesand such examples indeed do exist, like C * -algebras of minimal homeomorphisms of odd dimensional spheres, as considered in [4, 33] (those examples rely on the fast approximation method of [6] , first introduced by Anosov and Katok).
Second, what about more general group actions? Even Z d -actions on Cantor sets are notoriously difficult to handle in this respect (but cf. [7, 8] ). One of the reasons is that, on the C * -side, analogues of Putnam's orbit breaking subalgebras are not easy to find, let alone to use.
Below I combine recent results on the structure of dynamical systems and crossed products with a new technique (see Theorem 2.2) to make progress on both of these questions. This new method reduces the problem of showing that a C * -algebra is classifiable to the problem of embedding it into a classifiable C * -algebra in a sufficiently nice fashion. (Here, by "classifiable" I mean TAF, or TAI, in the sense of Lin-for the crossed products in question we do not have to worry about the Universal Coefficient Theorem.) I am confident that this method will prove to be as useful for classification as the one introduced in [37] (where classification up to Z-stability was reduced to classification up to UHF-stability), see also [17, 19] .
Apart from the aforementioned Theorem 2.2, the main ingredients are a recent result of Szabó, where he establishes finite Rokhlin dimension (in the sense of [10] ) of free Z d -actions of finite dimensional spaces, a recent result of Strung which ensures that certain transformation group C * -algebras nicely embed into classifiable models, and a result of Lin which establishes a strong form of AF-embeddability of certain types of crossed product C * -algebras.
As byproducts I obtain a simple proof of a special case of [21, Theorem 6 .1] and show that, for certain classifiable C * -algebras, generic sets of Z d -actions give rise to crossed products which are again classifiable.
Section 1 recalls a characterization of TAS algebras (with S a suitable class of building blocks) which will be useful for our purposes. It also summarizes some of the relevant results on the classification of rationally TAF (or TAI) C * -algebras. Section 2 contains the main technical result, along with a Corollary which illustrates the 'classification by embeddings' method in a somewhat more concise (and less technical) manner. We also obtain a short proof of a special case of a recent result of Matui and Sato along these lines. In Section 3 Theorem 2.2 is applied to transformation group C * -algebras of free and minimal Z d -actions. The result in particular covers free and minimal Cantor Z d -actions with compact space of ergodic measures; the C * -algebras in this case are classified by their ordered Ktheory. In Section 4 it is shown that C * -algebras associated to minimal homeomorphisms of spheres (of odd dimension at least 3) obtained by the fast approximation method of [6] are classified by their spaces of invariant Borel probability measures. Finally, Section 5 shows that (in a suitable context) classifiability generically passes to crossed products by Z d -actions.
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1.2.
We will mainly be interested in the cases where S is the class of finite dimensional C * -algebras or the class of interval algebras, i.e., in TAF and TAI algebras, respectively. For such algebras, if they are in addition nuclear and satisfy the Universal Coefficient Theorem (UCT), the Elliott invariant is complete. Moreover, we know the range of the invariant in these situations. We summarize the relevant results from [15, 17] 
1.3.
The previous theorem illustrates that classification in term of K-theory works best in the case of real rank zero, i.e., with an abundance of projections around. In [37] it was shown that classification up to UHF-stability will yield classification up to Z-stability, where Z denotes the Jiang-Su algebra, cf. [11, 24] . This is useful when there are at least enough projections to distinguish traces, since then tensoring with UHF algebras will enforce real rank zero. In this case it only remains to confirm Z-stability, for which we have all sorts of highly useful criteria (for example finite decomposition rank). We summarize the situation as follows.
THEOREM. Let A be a separable, simple, unital C * -algebra with finite decomposition rank.
Then, conditions (i)-(iv) below are equivalent: 
From approximate tracial embeddings to tracial approximations.
In this section we introduce and illustrate the 'classification by embedding' method. We start with a technical result that allows us to compare order zero maps in terms of traces. Recall that a completely positive contractive (c.p.c.) map is order zero if it preserves orthogonality. There is a structure theorem for such maps which in particular yields a notion of functional calculus, see [39] for a detailed exposition. In the sequel, we will encounter matrix algebras of different sizes. We will usually write matrix units for these in the form e mn , without distinguishing between the matrix sizes; this should cause no confusion.
PROPOSITION.
Let A be a separable, simple, unital C * -algebra with strict comparison. Let F be a finite dimensional C * -algebra and let
Then, there are
and that
Proof. We first show the statement in the case F = C. When checking (1) and (2) it will clearly suffice to consider y = 1 C ; let us write h and h i for ϕ(1 C ) and
For the moment let us fix L ∈ N and > 0. Define functions
with the following properties:
and
One checks that there isī ∈ N such that for each i ≥ī 
Now if we let L go to infinity and to zero, a diagonal sequence argument yields
Upon replacing s i with (e 11 ⊗ h
) if necessary, we get (3) and (4). We have thus verified the proposition when F = C.
Next suppose
be supporting * -homomorphisms for ϕ and for the ϕ i , respectively; cf. [39] . Run the proposition for C ∼ = e 11 M k e 11 and for ϕ| e 11 M k e 11 and ϕ i | e 11 M k e 11 ; denote the resulting elements of (M 4 ⊗ A) 1 bys i . The "amplified" elements
will then satisfy (1) through (4) above. This verifies the proposition in the case
When F is a sum of N matrix algebras, run the proposition for each matrix block separately to obtain elements s 1 . By (3) and (4), the elements s
i ) * are pairwise orthogonal for each fixed i, and the same goes for the (s
i . Therefore we can define elements
1 .
These will again satisfy (1) through (4), thus verifying the proposition for an arbitrary finite dimensional C * -algebra F . Let A be a separable, simple, unital C * -algebra with dim nuc A < ∞ and T (A) = / 0, and let
THEOREM. Let
be a system of maps with the following properties:
be a system of m-decomposable c.p. approximations for A with c.p.c. approximately order zero maps ψ j and c.p.c. order zero maps ϕ By weak stability of order zero maps, for each j ∈ N there are c.p.c. order zero mapsφ
Since the i are embeddings, the σ i are (eventually) nonzero and approximately multiplicative, we see that
is the * -homomorphism induced by the i and
is the canonical embedding. Letῑ
be induced by the canonical embedding
be the * -homomorphism induced bȳ j , respectively; these will automatically be c.p.c. order zero.
Defines
and (e 11 ⊗γφ (l)ψ(l) (a))s (l)s(l) * = e 11 ⊗γφ (l)ψ(l) (a).
Note that for each a ∈ Aφ
by [36, Proposition 4.2] , and so in particular
which in turn implies that
so in particularv is a partial isometry. Moreover, we check that for a ∈ Ā
= (e 11 ⊗ e 11 ⊗γ(ι(a)))v,
2.3.
We note a corollary which nicely illustrates the way in which we are going to use Theorem 2.2 towards classification results in the subsequent sections. Our method reduces the problem of showing that a C * -algebra A is classifiable to the problem of embedding it into a classifiable (TAF, or TAI) C * -algebra B such that the embedding induces an isomorphism at the level of invariants. Then, one needs to lift the inverse of this isomorphism to an embedding of the classifiable model into the original algebra. Theorem 2.2 now moves the image of the composition of these two embeddings into a position compatible with the TAF (or TAI) condition for A.
There are quite a few tools available for finding such embeddings: In our applications, the map from A to B will usually come from properties related to quasidiagonality. The source of the map from B to A depends on the situation; for example, it might come from the existence theorem of [22] .
Although in our applications we are not in the exact situation of the Corollary, it will serve as a blueprint for tracially approximate versions which essentially follow the same pattern, but which do not require keeping track of the entire K-theoretic information of A (see 2. 
COROLLARY. Let A and B be separable, simple, unital C * -algebras. Suppose that dim nuc A < ∞ and that B is an AI algebra. Suppose there is a unital embedding σ : A −→ B inducing an isomorphism between the Elliott invariants
Proof. From the Künneth Theorem it is clear that σ ⊗ id Q also induces an isomorphism between the Elliott invariants of A ⊗ Q and of B ⊗ Q. Under the conditions on A ⊗ Q and B ⊗ Q (they are both simple, unital, nuclear, Z-stable, and have nonempty tracial state spaces, hence stable rank one), it follows from [1] that the Cuntz semigroups are determined in a natural way by the Elliott invariants, so that the isomorphism between the latter induces one between the former. But since also the classes of the units are preserved by this isomorphism, it then also induces an isomorphism Cu
Since B ⊗ Q is AI and A ⊗ Q has stable rank one by [23] , it follows from [22, Theorem 1] that the inverse of this isomorphism lifts to a unital embedding It is now straightforward to check that the system
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, whence A ⊗ Q ⊗ Q ∼ = A ⊗ Q is TAI.
2.4.
As a first incidence of a tracially approximate version of 2.3, in the monotracial situation we rediscover a special case of a striking recent result of Matui and Sato [21] . Our version is less general since we need to assume finite nuclear dimension; on the other hand, the proof is substantially simpler since it avoids the von Neumann algebra techniques pivotal for [21] (see also [20] ). We will see in the subsequent sections that our approach has the additional advantage that it applies in the situation of more general trace spaces.
COROLLARY. Let A be a separable, simple, unital, monotracial C * -algebra with dim nuc A < ∞. Suppose that A is quasidiagonal.
Then, A ⊗ Q is TAF.
Proof. By [3] , A ⊗ Q is NF, so there is a unital embeddinḡ
for a suitable sequence (n i ) i∈N ⊂ N. Since A ⊗ Q is nuclear, there is a sequence of c.p.c. maps 3. Free, minimal Z d -actions. We now combine the method of the previous section with results of Lin and of Szabó to obtain our classification result for crossed products by Z d -actions. 
liftsσ. Let
ρ i : M n i −→ 1 A ⊗ Q ⊂ A ⊗ Q
THEOREM. Let
Proof. We may clearly replace A by A ⊗ Q. For the moment fix F ⊂ (A ⊗ Q) 1 + finite and > 0. Choose a finite partition of unity
Since A has real rank zero, the image of the set of projections of A in C(∂ e T (A)) 1 + is dense; using comparison one easily checks that there are pairwise orthogonal projections
For each λ ∈ Λ, find D λ , δ λ , α λ as in the hypotheses, i.e., each D λ is simple, unital, AF with unique trace δ λ , and α λ : A ⊗ Q → D λ is a unital embedding with
Find matrix algebras M r λ,i ,i ∈ N, and approximately multiplicative u.c.p. maps
Next defineB
We check for a ∈ F and τ ∈ ∂ e T (A)
Making F bigger and smaller will now produce 
the traces of C(X) Z d (this is automatically satisfied if X is a Cantor set).
Then, (C(X) Z d ) ⊗ Q is TAF. As a consequence, the crossed products themselves are classified by their ordered K-theory.
Proof. In [28] , Szabó shows that dim nuc (C(X) Z d ) < ∞; C(X) Z d is simple since the action is minimal, hence Z-stable by [36, Corollary 6.3] . Also, traces are separated by projections, and therefore (C(X) Z d ) ⊗ Q has real rank zero, see [23] .
By [16 
By [19] , C(X) Z d is classifiable (C(X) Z d is well known to satisfy the UCT, see [2] ); since it has real rank zero it is TAF.
Odd spheres.
Below we will see that C * -algebras associated to certain minimal homeomorphisms of spheres (of odd dimension at least 3) are classified by their spaces of invariant Borel probability measures; the crucial point here is that for the crossed products projections do not separate tracial states. The argument combines classification by embeddings with recent results of Strung and of Robert.
4.1.
We start with a technical lemma, the crucial step of which relies on [29, Lemma 4.4] . The result is implicitly contained in [25, Sections 2.4 and 2.5]; a full proof is given below for the convenience of the reader. Recall that a purely positive element of a C * -algebra is one that is not Cuntz equivalent to a projection.
for any τ ∈ T (B). 
Choose q ∈ N such that 1/q < /4. Let D q ⊂ M q denote the subalgebra of diagonal matrices. For each l = 1,... ,L − 1, choose pairwise disjoint nondegenerate closed intervals I l,1 ,... ,I l,q ⊂ (t l ,t l+1 ) and a function a 1 2 
,l (t) has rank at most 1 for each t ∈ [t l ,t l+1 ] and such that for t ∈ I l,s , the s-th diagonal entry of a 1 2 ,l (t) is 1. Now by [29, Lemma 4.4] , for each l = 1,... ,L − 1, there are
Note that for each t ∈ [t l ,t l+1 ], the ranks of a 0,l (t) and a 1,l (t) add up to at least q − 1, and that a 0,l (t l+1 ) = a 1,l (t l ) = 0. We are now ready to define the
0 for some other t, hence (the interval is connected) must be purely positive. Each
can be nonzero for at most two values of l, which then must be consecutive. The b l are pairwise orthogonal since the a 0,l and a 1,l are orthogonal for each l. 
and such that 
Proof. We may assume
for some, hence all, τ ∈ T (B) (the λ i,j are nonzero by simplicity of B). 
for g ∈ LAff(T (B ⊗ Q)) ++ and τ ∈ T (A). Let
be the canonical map.
Define
here, the dimension function d τ comes from some τ ∈ T (B) (note that by our hypotheses on the pairing between T (B) and
) is independent of the particular choice of τ as long as [b] is represented by a projection). Note that
is the class of a projection, hence κ i is welldefined.
One checks that κ i is a semigroup homomorphism in Mor(Cu). Let
be the induced map (cf. [22, Section 3] ), i.e.,
then κ ∼ i ∈ Mor(Cu). By [22, Theorem 1] , κ ∼ i lifts to a unital * -homomorphism
If B i,j is a matrix algebra, then for a projection p ∈ B i,j and for traces τ ∈ T (A), τ ∈ T (B),
for any τ ∈ T (A).
Let us now consider the case where B i,j is of the form
We first check that β| B i,j is injective, hence in particular maps purely positive elements to purely positive elements:
from which follows that β| B i,j is injective. Now let b ∈ (B i,j ) 1 + be arbitrary. With the aid of Lemma 4.1, find q, L ∈ N and
+ pairwise orthogonal and purely positive, and
But then, for any τ ∈ T (A) we also have
We compute for τ ∈ T (A) and l ∈ {1,... ,L}
It follows that for τ ∈ ∂ e T (A)
As a consequence, we have
We have now verified the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, whence A ∼ = A ⊗ Q is TAI.
4.3.
The following is shown by Strung in [26] ; this in particular confirms the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2-see Corollary 4.4 below. The Corollary as it stands only covers the examples of [33] , but after this work (and that of Strung) was completed, Lin generalized it to cover arbitrary minimal homeomorphisms of odd dimensional spheres; see [18] . Lin's method still uses our classification by embedding technique and also ideas from [26] .
THEOREM. Let α : S 2n+1 → S 2n+1 , n ≥ 1, be a minimal homeomorphism which can uniformly be approximated by periodic homeomorphisms as in [33] .
Then, there is a uniquely ergodic minimal homeomorphism γ : X → X on the Cantor set X (in fact, γ can be chosen to be an odometer action), such that the product α× γ : S 2n+1 × X → S 2n+1 × X is minimal and such that C(X × S 2n+1 ) Z is TAI with a uniquely determined state on K 0 .
COROLLARY.
Let α : S 2n+1 → S 2n+1 , n ≥ 1, be a minimal homeomorphism, as constructed in [33] .
Then, (C(S 2n+1 ) Z) ⊗ Q is TAI and C(S 2n+1 ) Z is classifiable in the sense of [17] . In particular, crossed products of this form are determined by their trace spaces.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, there is a uniquely ergodic Cantor minimal action γ : X → X such that C(S 2n+1 × X) Z is TAI with only one state on K 0 . Let
be the canonical embedding. It is straightforward to check that T (ι) is a homeomorphism. By Theorem 4.2, (C(S 2n+1 ) Z) ⊗ Q is TAI, hence classifiable (the algebra is in the bootstrap class and satisfies the UCT, cf. [2] ). All such crossed products have the same ordered K-theory and only one state on K 0 , so their Elliott invariants are just distinguished by their trace spaces.
Generic classifiability.
We now follow up on a theme from [10] Proof. This is just a variation of [10, Theorem 4.1], see also [28] . We omit the details. 
PROPOSITION. Let

